LITTLE LEHUA PAPER DOLL
Protector of ‘Ōhi’a Forests and Flowers

Little Lehua loves her Hawaiian forest home and all the plants and animals that live there with her. Flora especially loves ‘Ōhi’a trees! She enjoys taking sips of sweet nectar from lehua flowers high up in the trees. Lehua also helps to keep the forest healthy by spreading ‘ōhi’a seeds and encouraging them to grow tall and strong. Little Lehua wears dresses made from lehua flowers, the flowers that grow on ‘ōhi’a trees. Help dress Lehua by following the directions below!

DIRECTIONS
1. Color and cut out Little Lehua paper doll.
2. Cut out paper dresses (be sure to include paper tabs.
3. Bend paper tabs to secure dresses to paper doll.

Learn more at dlnr.hawaii.gov